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Kerri brings extensive industry expertise in oil and
gas to help clients achieve long-term success

Calgary

Kerri Howard is a partner in the Business Law Group in Calgary and is
co-head of our national Oil & Gas Group. Her practice focuses on
corporate/commercial matters in Canada’s energy and power sectors,
with specialization in the oil & gas industry.
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Kerri advises clients on mergers and acquisitions, intellectual property
licensing, structured finance and derivative transactions, and securities
matters. She has profound experience in M&A and disposition
transactions (including asset exchange transactions), joint venture and
partnership arrangements, and corporate reorganizations and
restructurings. In addition to conventional upstream and midstream oil
and gas arrangements, Kerri also advises on the development of cleanenergy and other power projects, such as gas, wind, solar and hydroelectric.
Kerri’s work in the energy sector includes advising on gas and power
supply arrangements, services agreements, natural gas storage and
processing arrangements, petroleum and natural gas lease
arrangements (including title review), participation agreements, farm-in
and farm-out agreements, royalty agreements, joint operating
agreements and conventional upstream and midstream facility
agreements. Further, Kerri has significant experience in drafting and
negotiating data, software and analytics licensing arrangements,
services agreements and joint development agreements, particularly in
the energy technology space.
Kerri also has significant experience in structured finance transactions,
including the negotiation and drafting of physical and financial
commodity (gas, oil, power, coal) interest rate and foreign exchange
derivative agreements (ISDA, NAESB, GasEDI), and related credit
support arrangements, as well as advising on other structured financerelated matters. Kerri is a current member of the Derivatives Advisory
Committee of the Alberta Securities Commission, advising on policy
matters and regulation in respect of derivatives transactions.
Kerri’s profound experience in transactions, projects and regulatory
issues makes her a trusted advisor to both local and international
clients. She provides counsel to major corporations during transactions
involving both Canadian and international entities and assets, and has
advised a number of U.S. and other foreign clients on Canadianspecific regulatory, documentary and other legal matters associated
with derivatives arrangements. She brings a strong understanding of
the legal and regulatory environment for energy exploration and
development in Canada, allowing clients to enter the Canadian market
and perform cross-border transactions with confidence.
Kerri received her B.Com from the University of Victoria in 2000, and
her LLB from University of Calgary in 2004. She is a member of the
Canadian Bar Association, the Calgary Bar Association, and the Law
Society of Alberta.
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Counsel to Idemitsu Canada Corporation in its joint venture with
AltaGas Ltd. for the exploration and development of LNG and LPG
opportunities in Canada and in the joint venture’s acquisition of the
remaining interest in Petrogas Energy Corp. for $715 million and
corresponding reorganization of the joint venture
Lead Canadian counsel (in general counsel capacity) to RS Energy
Group in its acquisition by Enverus from Warburg Pincus
Acted for an oil and gas midstream company in a number of acquisition
and divestiture transactions, and natural gas processing and storage
arrangements
Acted for a number of oil and gas producers in respect of sales of
royalty interests
Counsel to TORC Oil & Gas Ltd. in its acquisition from Surge Energy
Inc. of SE Saskatchewan and Manitoba oil and gas assets for $430
million
Counsel to Perpetual Energy Inc. in its asset disposition to Tourmaline
Oil Corp. for $256.5 million
Acted for two Korean private equity funds in a $650 million partnership
joint venture with Harvest Operating Corp.
Member of the team acting for TORC Oil & Gas Ltd. in its $510 million
acquisition of low decline, high netback, light oil producing assets in
southeast Saskatchewan
Acted for Surge Energy Inc. on a number of oil and gas asset
acquisition in Saskatchewan
Acted for Tokai Carbon in the acquisition of a waste heat recovery unit
associated with a carbon black facility in Medicine Hat, Alberta
Acts for a number of clients in the drafting and negotiation of data,
software and analytics licensing and services agreements
Advises a number of clients in respect of the Canadian regulatory
environment for derivatives transactions
Acted for a number of energy producers in the negotiation of ISDA
Master Agreements and associated Credit Support Annexes and
confirmations in respect of commodity, interest rate and currency
swap transactions
Acted for a number of energy producers in the negotiation of GasEDI
and NAESB Agreements for physical commodity transactions
MEMBERSHIPS
Member, Canadian Bar Association, Member, Law Society of Alberta,
Member, Calgary Bar Association, Member, Canadian Energy Law
Foundation, Member, Petroleum Acquisitions & Divestitures
Association
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Recent Experience
Surge Energy Inc. completes C$106M asset sale with positive credit
facility re-determination
March 24, 2021

ATB Financial finances the construction of a 132 MW Alberta Solar
Project
July 08, 2020

A consortium agrees to acquire up to a 100 per cent interest in Alberta
PowerLine for up to C$1.7B
December 17, 2019

Northleaf Capital Partners acquires CSV Midstream Solutions Corp.
August 01, 2019

Recent Insights
Greening Canada's Energy Sector: Key Takeaways from McCarthy
Tétrault’s Canada’s Dynamic Energy Sector Panel
June 10, 2021

Canadian Power – Alberta Regional Overview
March 03, 2021

Government of Canada Establishes Large Employer Emergency
Financing Facility and Expands the Business Credit Availability Program
May 13, 2020

Canadian Power – Key Developments in 2019, Trends to Watch for in
2020: Alberta - Overview
February 06, 2020

Events
Canada's Dynamic Energy Sector
May 27, 2021
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